Abstract Recently Xia and Song [Phys. Lett. A (In press)] have proposed a controlled quantum secure direct communication (CQSDC) protocol. They claimed that in their protocol only with the help of the controller Charlie, the receiver Alice can successfully extract the secret message from the sender Bob. In this letter, first we will show that within their protocol the controller Charlie's role can be excluded due to their unreasonable design. We then revise the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol such that its original advantages are retained and the CQSDC can be really Xia and Song [10] claimed that their protocol is a novel protocol for the implementation of controlled QSDC by using the particles in different dimension's Hilbert space. In their protocol they combined the ideas of block transmission, entanglement swapping, and quantum dense coding in the non-symmetric quantum channel. The communication is secure under some eavesdropping attack and two users can * Corresponding author.
transmit their secret messages with the help of controller Charlie securely and simultaneously. The efficiency of information transmission is also successfully increased. We agree that all these are advantages of their protocol except for one very important point. Since the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol is a controlled QSDC protocol, the controller's role should be indispensable. Nevertheless, we find that in their protocol the so-called controller Charlie is unvalued in fact. In this letter we will point out this leak and explain why Charlie is unvalued. Moreover, we will revise the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol such that its original advantages are retained and the CQSDC can be really implemented.
Before pointing out the leak in the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol, let us briefly review the scenario Xia and Song considered and their two design ideas which we think are quite unreasonable. Xia (|000 + |111 ) ABc and a series (M ) of 3-dimensional Bell-basis states in Consequently, after Bob encodes his secret message, Alice can obtain Bob's secret message without Charlie's help. This is the leak of the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol. The controller's role can be excluded by the receiver. The basic reason which induces this unexpected result is that Alice is assigned to be not only the quantum channel constructor but also the quantum channel security checker.
If let different parties to act as the quantum channel constructor and the quantum channel security checker, respectively, then it seems that the leak in the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol can be fixed imme-diately. In fact, if Alice is still assigned as the quantum channel constructor or the quantum channel security checker, it is quite possible that she has potential to cheat the other two such that she can exclude Charlie's control and obtain Bob's secret message without Charlie's help. Because the secret message is initially in Bob's hand, only if he thinks that the quantum channel is secure he will encode his secret message. Otherwise, the CQSDC is aborted. Hence in the following we will revise the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol in such a way that Bob is assigned to be both the quantum channel constructor and the quantum channel security checker, its original advantages are retained and the CQSDC can be really realized. Moreover, in the revised version the security check of quantum channel is varied in terms of randomly choosing measuring basis so that the security of quantum channel can be assured. One will see this later. Hence the revised version is not a simple exchange between Alice and Bob of the original Xia-Song CQSDC protocol. For convenience, in the revised version we will quote some descriptions and notations in the original Xia-Song CQSDC protocol. For completeness, we detailedly show the 9 steps of the revised version as follows:
(S1) Bob prepares a series (N ) of 2-dimensional GHZ entangled states in
and a series (M ) of 3-dimensional Bell-basis states in 
The two other bases are formed by 1 √ 3 (e 2πi/3 |0 + |1 + |2 ) and cyclic permutation (6) and 1 √ 3 (e −2πi/3 |0 + |1 + |2 ) and cyclic permutation.
Alice and Bob randomly use one of the four MBs to measure the sample particles of 3-dimensional
Bell-basis states during the security check. (S2) Alice and Charlie publicly confirm that they have received the S A sequence and S c sequence, respectively. They store the S A sequence and S c sequence according to their coming orders. If Bob wants to transmit messages to Alice, he randomly picks out a sufficiently large subset of particle groups from the S B sequence as sample particle groups to check the security of the transmission. The remaining particle groups in the S B sequence are taken as encoding-decoding particle groups for his later encoding via local unitary operations U m (m ∈ 1, 2, ..., 6).
(S3) For each checking group, the security check consists of two parts, i.e., the security check of 
which will transform the state shown in Eq. (1) into Without the help of controller Charlie, there will be no perfect quantum channel between Alice and Bob. As a consequence, Alice cannot extract Bob's secret messages solely (she can only read 1 bit information), and the controlled quantum secure direct communication protocol failed.
(S5) Charlie measures his photon c n . If Charlie obtains the outcome |0 cn , photons (h n , t n ) will collapse into the state
otherwise, we propose that the state of photons (h n , t n ) will be
After the above operations, in accord with the encoding-decoding group ordering, Charlie informs Alice Hence Alice can successfully get Bob's secret messages.
(S9) The controlled QSDC has been successfully completed.
So far, we have shown the revised version of the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol. If the sender Bob wants to transmit messages to the receiver Alice, the controller Charlie must take a Hadamard operation on each of his particles, measure it, and tell the results to Bob and Alice in order. Our version can also be generalized to multi-party control system. N -party share a large number of N -particle 2-dimensional GHZ entangled states. Party M (M ∈ N ) as receiver, party Q (Q ∈ N, Q = M ) as sender, and N − 2 parties except for party M and party Q as controller. The multi-party controlled QSDC can also succeed. The security analyses of our this CQSDC protocol is the same as the Xia-Song CQSDC protocol.
To summarize, in this letter we have pointed out a flaw in the original Xia-Song CQSDC protocol, that is, within their protocol the controller Charlie's role can be excluded. We have revised the original Xia-Song CQSDC protocol such that its advantages are retained and the CQSDC can be really achieved.
